ABSTRACT. In this article, the Hall planes of even order q2 arc characterized as translation planes of even order q2 admitting a Baer group of order q and at least q+l nontrivial elations.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND.
Let :E denote an affine Desarguesian plane of order q2 coordinatized by a field F isomorphic to GF(q2) . Let denote the net defined on the points of :E whose lines have slopes in GF(q) U ((R)). Let a denote the involution defined by (x,y) (xq,yq) If # h 6 . fixes r 0 pointwise then the collineation fixing r 0 pointwise has order > q so that by result II(2), the net f" (see notation in II (2)) is derivable.
Let r be a Baer subplane of u" incident with the zero vector a The infinite points of rl are exactly those of r 0. If a is any elation in . then the axis of a is in r and a permutes the infinite points of r 1. Hence, a leaves r invariant and since . is generated by elations, it follows that . must fix each of the q/l Baer subplanes of u" incident with a However, this means that h cannot fix r 0 pointwise.
Thus, . acts faithfully on r 0. Now r 0 is Desarguesian by result II(1) and since is generated by elations of r 0, ._ < SL(2,q) PSL (2,q) Let the kernel of be isomorphic to GF(2r) < GF(q2). Let q 2 m so that rl2m.
then l+q 2r-1 by (2.7). Thus, r>m so that r=2m.
Thus, the kernel of is isomorphic to GF(q2) 
